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Welcome to my Design Por1olio!

Hello! My name is Mala Kumar, and I am a UX Researcher and Designer. I’ve led the 
conceptualizaAon and design of 10+ digital products used globally for the private 
sector, United NaAons, INGOs and non-profits. I work with office-based and remote 
teams in both English and French.

Contained in this file are wireframes and design documents of my past projects. To 
learn more and to find links to the prototypes, please visit my porTolio online at 
hUp://malakumar.com. If you have a project for which you think I would be a good 
fit, please email me at msk1985@gmail.com.

I’m an experienced speaker and writer; in September 2018, I spoke at Nordic.design 
in Stockholm, Sweden about designing for the world’s most pressing issues. You can 
find my talk on YouTube: hUps://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_o4A8H7I2Ig.

Projects in this Por-olio

AgResults Website
Alliance Française DC Website
UNICEF Gender Content Repository
UNICEF InnocenA Evidence Gapmap
Mali Governance App
Superficial/SubstanAve Tech VR and App

Final Project Links

hUps://agresults.org
hUps://francedc.org
N/A (Internal to UNICEF)
hUps://www.unicef-irc.org/evidence-gap-map/
Google Play Store
hUp://malakumar.com/2016/07/12/art-a-hack-summer-2016/
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AgResults Wireframes and Design Documents

Following the proposal development I led, AgResults - a $122 million Deloi@e-managed project - contracted my 
employer, Sonjara, Inc. The project uses pull mechanisms to incenFvize innovaFon in agriculture throughout sub-
Saharan Africa and Southeast Asia. I led the enFre redesign and project management of the new website, which was 
built in Joomla using Bootstrap.

User Personas

I first had the client 
pull together a core 
tesFng group made up 
of different types of 
stakeholders. I 
conducted a structured 
interview with each 
tester, then 
synthesized the results 
into user personas, one 
of which is to the right.
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AgResults Wireframes and Design Documents

Design Direc*on

Through the interviews, it was clear the most cri4cal design change should be centering new website around project 
pages. I had my core testers do an open card sort on Op4mal Workshop to understand what the project pages needed 
to contain. The dendogram view helped me understand groups of words (sec4ons) to include in a project page. Based 
on the responses, I called the composi4on of sec4ons a “Learning Journey”. 

The similarity matrix on the right helped me understand how 
the client should frame concepts for their new project page 
content, such as associa4ng sustainability and resiliency. 
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AgResults Wireframes and Design Documents

Taking the design research findings and the strict color pale3e of AgResults, I then 
designed a high-fidelity prototype to which I had the client react. Simultaneously, I 
suggested Joomla templates on which to build the new site. We refined the 
prototype several Dmes to comply with the elements of the template the client 
liked the most, which was Mushi. 

Concurrent to the website, I led visualizaDon development for 12 infographics. 
Below is one I conceptualized and designed on the process of eliminaDon 
AgResults uses to choose project concepts to validate. The new design has 
doubled engagement 2me on the site.
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Alliance Française DC Wireframes and Design Documents
Of the 20+ centers in North America, the Alliance Française of Washington DC (AFDC) is the second largest. Through 
my job with Sonjara, I was the lead designer and project manager of the complete redesign of their website, including 
eCommerce, course registraIon, and placement tests, among other components.

The majority (80%) of AFDC revenue comes from courses. Thus, the bulk of my user research centered around 
opImizing all workflows around course registraIon.

I interviewed several current and potenIal AFDC clients, and 
determined two main pain points with course registraIon:

1. Needing to use mulIple outdated plaRorms to sign up
2. Not understanding the proces start to finish

The first was addressed with our redesign. For the second, I 
introduced a new workflow with a landing page (right) to guide users 
on the steps to sign up. I iterated this workflow following feedback 
from guided remote evaluaIons on UserTesIng.com.  Above is the 
primary path.
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Alliance Française Wireframes Design Documents

A/B Split Test Results - Course Types View 1 A/B Split Test Results - Course Types View 2

I led evalua)ve research on our primary path and our coded prototype. One test was an A/B split evalua)ng if it was 
be>er to have one or two bu>ons direc)ng users to the correct workflow. The test showed two bu>ons was be>er - one 
for those who want to browse and one for those who know for which course they want to register.
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Management Sec+on

Placement Test

Alliance Française DC Wireframes and Prototypes

Decision Tree, Children’s Placement Test

I also led the mapping and design of organiza3onal workflows and 
and components, including the three shown here. My work has 
contributed to AFDC becoming #1 in course registra;ons for 
North America and their highest enrollment in seven years.
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I started by conduc/ng a structured 
interview with 12 members of the 
team and synthesizing the results into 
user personas.

UNICEF Gender Design Documents
The UNICEF Gender sec/on hired me to design a new content repository, including the informa/on architecture, 
taxonomy, flows (points of automa/on) and the overall process workflow to keep content updated.

In-Person Results that informed IA and taxonomyOpen card sorts

With the majority of the team, I conducted 
three open card sorts, which formed the 
basis of the new IA.
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Op#mal Workshop Result, Informa#on Architecture Test

UNICEF Gender Design Documents

A"er several itera,ons, I used Op,mal Workshop to evaluate the the IA. The below result is of five team members 
placing key documents in the new IA. Note I did not set correct answers, thus circles in mostly one color represents 
consensus. The circles with a color split lacked consensus and were areas to refine and/or augment onboarding.

A"er comple,ng all the research products and through con,nual and deep engagement with 15+ team members, the 
final below workflow has been adopted by the sec4on and will remain in place for years to come. The sec4on is one of 
the most advanced in this ac4vity at UNICEF.
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UNICEF Innocen, Wireframes and Design Documents

The Bassiouni Group (TBG) in New York hired me as the lead UX Designer and Project Manager on the development of 
UNICEF InnocenG’s first naGve digital research product - the online version of an evidence gapmap (EGM). I started my 
analysis with a survey of exisGng EGMs; two analyses are below.

The base of the design had to stay in matrix form and the matrix axes were decided in the offline version. My main 
design decisions were thus the visualizaGon in the matrix and the filters to include.

One criGcal finding I made during the generaGve research process with potenGal 
users was that the relaGve abundance of research was nearly as important as the 
absence/presence of research. I therefore switched the visualizaGon from bubbles 
to bars to preserve proporGonal representaGon, which was validated in tesGng the 
medium-fidelity prototype to the leU.
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Wireframe

Filters Exercise Excel Workbook

UNICEF Innocen, Wireframes and Design Documents

I then ran a test with five likely users to determine the filter 
categories and op8ons. In the test, I replicated the then 
interface in Excel and had users select five instances of filter 
op8ons they would like. The synthesis led me to the wireframe 
on the le?. The results also gave me great insights into 
onboarding and informa8on call-outs for different filter 
sec8ons.
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UNICEF Innocen, Wireframes and Design Documents

The final EGM design was covered in an organiza6onal webinar, was received with great reviews, and at least two 
other sec/ons in UNICEF are interested in replica/ng its design.
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The USAID Accelerate Project helps country offices use behavior change thinking in their public health programs. I led 

on data visualizaAon and building a beBer user experience for the online tools of the project. 

USAID Accelerate Wireframes and Design Documents

AEer running several tests to evaluate concepts 

and interviews to understand workflows and pain 

points, I prioriAzed possible features of the tools, 

as seen below. I also worked out the primary path. 

My work has been adopted as a cri3cal part of the 
Accelerate suite of tools, and the project is highly 
recognized in USAID and the UN for behavior 
change in public health.

Accelerate stakeholders mostly had no idea where to start 

and didn’t find low-fi wireframes useful. The research process 

thus started in an unlikely place - with high-fidelity 

prototypes to which staff reacted.
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Mali Governance App Wireframes and Design Documents
As part of a project to help local poli0cians in the West African country of Mali understand their youth cons0tuent needs, I led the 
design work to create an Android app.

I laid out the overall project below. Villages were grouped in pairs or triplets, then assigned a youth leader, who then asked youth 
to respond to a survey on an app. These surveys were aggregated and synthesized into a final report, which were sent to local 
poli0cans to help inform policy and communica0on campaigns.

Based on ini0al field research, I originally structured the app 
as a list with many feedback loops to help youth leaders fill 
everything out. Adding voice clips was ini0ally sloEed at the 
end of the workflow.
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Mali Governance App Wireframes and Design Documents
I was later able validate the research in the field myself by interviewing youth leaders. When I posed the ques<on, 
“Which app do you use on your own and why?” one young woman told me WhatsApp, because voice memos are easy and 
cheap to use. ABer further interviewing, I confirmed most youth leaders preferred to use voice memos, as par<cipants 
speak in local languages and transcribing to French keyboards (the default in Mali) creates a lot of errors. Voice is also 
more culturally appropriate than typing in front of someone. 

Based on these findings, I redesigned the app to start with voice 
and beJered the voice interface. As a result, adop.on went up, 
errors went down, and overall par.cipa.on increased.
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Superficial/Substan0ve Tech Wireframes and VR Experience Design

I led the conceptualiza0on and design of a sa0re tech project. Our team’s ar0s0c statement posited two ideas:

• Deep understanding of a superficial problems overshadows real societal problems being addressed.
• Superficial understanding of a real societal problems overshadows real solu0ons being addressed.

To demonstrate the second of the two, we created a high-fidelity app prototype and a VR experience. In the app, 
par0cipants customized parts of a water pump to send and help “solve Africa”. In the VR experience we built in Unity, 
they tried to assemble the pump. To demostrate badly planned huminitarian projects, pump parts appeared at 
random. The only informa0on par0cipants saw were irrelevant stats, such as the most popular color of the pump.

Screenshot of the VR experience

Our project was well received in the cohort, and was the basis of my talk at Nordic.design in Stockholm, Sweden.


